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77Se and 87Rb nuclear magnetic resonance (NMR) experiments on Rb0.74Fe1.6Se2 reveal clearly distinct 
spectra originating from a majority antiferromagnetic (AF) and a minority metallic/superconducting (SC) 
phase. The very narrow NMR line of the SC phase evidences the absence of Fe vacancies and any trace of 
AF order. The Rb content of the SC phase is deduced from intensity measurements identifying 
Rb0.3(1)Fe2Se2 as the actual composition of the SC fraction. The resulting estimate of 0.15 electrons/Fe 
brings this class of superconductors  245 family closer to the other Fe-based superconductor families. 
 

PACS numbers: 74.70.Xa, 74.70.-b, 76.60.-k, 75.50.Ee 
 

 
   Iron-based superconductors are often described in the 
limit of moderate to weak electronic correlations [1]. 
The parent compounds are usually antiferromagnetic 
(AF) semi-metals with small moments, multi-orbital 
band structure and display good nesting between hole 
and electron pockets, suggesting an itinerant spin-density 
wave scenario. When the nesting is weakened, a 
superconducting (SC) state develops, as observed under 
electron or hole doping for example. But the recent 
discovery of superconductivity in the 245 iron-selenide 
family has put this scenario into question. Indeed, this 
family of compounds with nominal composition AxFe2-

ySe2 (with A = K, Rb, Cs) shows antiferromagnetism 
with large moments of 3.3 , ordering temperatures TN 
up to 550 K, and an insulating behavior accompanied by 
Fe-vacancy order. Unexpectedly, this AF order seems to 
coexist with superconductivity with  of about 30 K [2]. 
Furthermore, the Fermi surface does not seem to have 
any hole pocket, which prohibits a nesting scenario [3]. 
These findings would favor a strong coupling scenario 
instead, where the physics could be captured by the 
carrier-doping of a Mott insulator as in high  cuprates 
[4]. This may also imply a different superconducting 
pairing symmetry than in other Fe-based 
superconductors [5].  
   However, the experimental situation is much more 
complex and many recent reports have argued that 
superconductivity and antiferromagnetism are in fact 
spatially separated [6-12]. In recent scanning tunneling 
microscopy (STM) on thin films, phase separation 
between AF and SC regions was observed in KxFe2-ySe2 
[6]. An ARPES photoemission study also measured the 
electronic signature in the reciprocal space of an 
insulating phase mesoscopically separated from a 
superconducting one [7]. But STM and ARPES 
techniques probe only the surface of the material where 
specific reconstruction effects could occur, especially in 
the presence of Fe-vacancies. Local probes (μSR, 
Mössbauer or NMR) sensitive to the magnetism in the 
bulk volume of the material are especially well suited to 

detect any phase separation. μSR [8] and Mössbauer [9] 
studies found that the 245 Rb or K materials segregate 
into spatially separated SC and AF regions, as also 
suggested by TEM experiments [22]. But surprisingly, 
87Rb [12] and 77Se [13, 14] NMR studies both reported 
the observation of just one single NMR line which 
displays all the characteristics of a pure metallic/SC 
phase, and did not observe any experimental evidence 
for phase separation. Two main questions arise from this 
puzzling body of evidence: why is NMR at odds with 
other local probes? And even more crucial, what is the 
nature of the metallic/SC phase? Does it feature the same 
characteristics as other Fe-based superconductors? To 
answer this, experiments are needed to measure its 
stoichiometry and doping content, and if it contains Fe-
vacancies similar to the AF phase. This issue is essential 
to settle the debate about the role and strength of the 
correlations in Fe-based superconductors. 
   In this letter, we report 87Rb and 77Se NMR 
experiments providing clear evidence for the phase 
separation and we explain why previous NMR studies 
missed it. We further demonstrate by analyzing the 
spectral shapes of the lines of both nuclei that the 
metallic/SC phase is surprisingly homogeneous and does 
not contain any Fe-vacancies nor magnetic moments. 
87Rb NMR allows us to directly determine the Rb 
stoichiometry of this phase, which corresponds to 0.15 
electrons/Fe doping. We conclude that this SC phase is 
similar to other Fe-based superconductors and that 245 
selenides should not be described in a Mott scenario.  

We studied a superconducting Rb0.74Fe1.6Se2 single 
crystal. Details about synthesis and characterization can 
be found in [15], where the sample used in the present 
experiment is labeled “BR26”. Macroscopic 
measurements show that it is both AF below TN ≈ 600K 
and SC below  ≈ 32 K. The sample was always kept in 
helium or nitrogen atmosphere to avoid degradation. 
NMR was performed in a field-sweep experiment around 
H = 14 T (for 77Se) and 7.5 T (for 87Rb). All 
measurements reported were done with applied magnetic 
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fields parallel to the crystallographic c axis. We also 
performed measurements with the field perpendicular to 
the c axis which display similar qualitative features. All 
the spectra were obtained by standard Fourier Transform 
recombination. Relaxation T1 measurements were 
performed in a saturation-recovery sequence. The 
superconducting transition was observed in-situ by the 
detuning of the NMR coil at  = 27 K at 7 T and at 25 K 
at 14 T. 

Typical 87Rb NMR spectra are plotted in Fig. 1. They 
consist of a set of three narrow lines and a broad 
background, which corresponds to the SC and AF phases 
respectively, as proven hereafter. The 77Se NMR 
displays only a narrow component due to the SC phase 
and no broad signal related to the AF phase, as shown in 
Fig. 2(a). 

 

 
Figure 1: (color)  87Rb NMR spectra for H//c at various temperatures 
display a narrow-superconducting (SC) and broad-antiferromagnetic 
(AF) contribution which can be separated by contrast measurements as 
shown at the bottom of the figure. Curves are vertically shifted with 
respect to each other. 

 
Let us first focus on these narrow components plotted 

in Fig. 2(a) which were already observed in previous 
reports [12-14]. As 87Rb is a spin 3/2 nucleus, the 
spectrum consists of a central line (nuclear transition 
1/2↔-1/2) and two quadrupolar satellites (nuclear 
transitions ±3/2↔±1/2) due to the local electric field 
gradient (EFG). Since the 77Se nucleus carries a spin ½, 
it is not sensitive to the EFG and displays just a central 
transition. Fig. 2(c) shows the temperature dependence 
of the shift of the 87Rb and 77Se central lines versus 
temperature. Both shifts display the same behavior, 
which is proportional to the Fe layer spin susceptibility 
[15]. This proves that both nuclei are hyperfine-coupled 
to the Fe layers. The corresponding spin dynamics 
probed by the longitudinal relaxation time T1 shows a 
Korringa-like behavior typical of the normal metallic 
state in these materials. The 87Rb and 77Se Knight shifts 
(Fig. 2(c)) and 1/T1 (Fig. 2(d) red points) are found to 
drop at Tc on decreasing temperatures. This demonstrates 
that these narrow lines are related to Rb and Se sites in a 
SC phase. This is confirmed by the sharp increase of the 

linewidths below  (Fig. 2(b)) which signals the 
development of a field distribution due to the appearance 
of a vortex state, as analyzed in details in [13].  

 

 
 

Figure 2: (color) (a) 77Se and 87Rb NMR room temperature spectra for 
the SC phase only (obtained by contrast-experiments for Rb) for H//c. 
(b) Corresponding full width at half maximum. (c) Temperature 
dependence of the SC Knight shift of 87Rb and 77Se. (d) Temperature 
dependence of the 87Rb relaxation rate  for the SC (red) and AF 
(green) phases. In all figures, the hatched region indicates where 
superconductivity occurs. 

We now turn to the broad 87Rb background seen in Fig. 
1 which was not detected in previous studies. This broad 
line is found unchanged when decreasing temperature, 
even below . Its large width of about 14 MHz and the 
fact that the central line cannot be distinguished from the 
quadrupolar satellites implies a very large internal field 
distribution of about 1 Tesla, on the contrary to the SC 
line. This signals the presence of frozen magnetic 
moments on the Fe sites. Hence, we can attribute this 
contribution to the AF phase observed with neutron 
scattering measurements [10, 16]. Its low-temperature 
relaxation rate 1/T1 differs from that of the SC phase, as 
evidenced in Fig. 2(d). We further measured that its 
transverse relaxation time T2 at room temperature is 
about 12 1  µs, while that of the SC phase is one to two 
orders of magnitude larger (~ ms). This difference in T2 
allowed separating the broad and narrow spectral 
contributions by a contrast experiment using short and 
long delays τ in a  echo sequence, as shown in 
Fig. 1. The observed 1 T width is compatible with local 
moments of 3.3 μB and Fe vacancies √5×√5 pattern, 
when using the typical hyperfine coupling of Rb to FeSe 
layers. The constant behavior in temperature is also 
compatible with the fact that the AF order develops at a 
much higher temperature TN ≈ 600K. A more refined 
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simulation of the NMR spectrum is beyond the scope of 
this work because the hyperfine coupling and EFG 
tensors are not known especially close to the Fe 
vacancies. 

The large linewidth and the very short T2 make this AF 
signal hard to detect, explaining why previous 87Rb 
NMR study missed it [12]. One might expect a similar 
AF broad signal in the 77Se spectrum. However, the 77Se 
hyperfine coupling to Fe spins is twice as large as that of 
87Rb, which implies that this AF Se signal would be two 
times broader and with a transverse relaxation T2 which 
is four times shorter. Such a short T2 of only a few μs 
makes the signal impossible to detect in standard NMR 
pulse experiments, which explains why it has not been 
observed, neither by us nor by other groups [12-14].  

Measurements of the 87Rb SC and AF spectral weights 
show that the SC/AF signal intensities are in proportion 
(5±1)/95. This ratio does not depend on temperature, 
which implies that the metallic/SC phase contains about 
20-25 times less Rb atoms than the AF phase. We also 
compared the total 87Rb and 77Se intensities: the 
observed 77Se line is about 1 order of magnitude smaller 
than it should be according to the nominal chemical 
composition [17]. This confirms that the SC 77Se signal 
represents only a minor fraction of the total volume of 
the sample, the Se of the AF phase being undetected. 
These various results clearly confirm the μSR and 
Mössbauer findings of a phase separation between 
metallic/SC and AF regions in this material [8, 9]. 

Our data do not only resolve the phase separation 
debate but also provide new information about these 
phases. In the AF phase, the low-temperature 87Rb T1 
(green points in Fig. 2(d) clearly differs from that of the 
metallic and SC phase. The data shows a large scattering 
due to the very small signal intensity and relatively long 
T1 values which limit the signal to noise ratio. But well 
beyond this experimental uncertainty,  is about an 
order of magnitude smaller in the AF phase than in the 
metallic phase below , strongly suggesting that this AF 
phase does not coexist at an atomic level with 
superconductivity, contrary to observations in other Fe-
based superconductors [18]. 

On the other hand, the NMR linewidth of the 
metallic/SC phase above Tc is surprisingly narrow as 
already stressed. To put it in context, it is about four 
times narrower than in the cleanest high temperature 
cuprate superconductors measured by NMR. This 
implies that the SC phase must be free of any local 
disorder and well separated from any frozen magnetism 
of the AF phase. We computed that any frozen moment 
on Fe site larger than 0.1 µB should indeed create on the 
adjacent Rb nuclei a dipolar magnetic field of about 34 
kHz in Rb frequency units, while the observed field 

distribution is only 10-20 kHz. We also computed the 
effect of the full AF ordered phase (assuming the √5 √5 AF pattern) on the SC 87Rb line for various 
separation distances. The nearest neighbor and next-
nearest neighbor Rb sites to the AF phase should 
experience a dipolar field of ~0.2 T and 0.0013 T 
respectively, i.e. 3000 kHz and 18 kHz 87Rb frequency 
shift. This sharp decrease with distance comes from the 
cancellation of the AF alternating moments. The 
experimental Rb linewidth is therefore compatible with a 
SC phase separated at least 15 Å from the AF phase (i.e. 
one unit cell). Recent TEM [22] and slow muon [19] 
experiments performed on the same material suggested 
that this compound consists of alternating SC and AF 
layers, mimicking a natural hetero-structure arrangement 
as displayed in Fig. 3(a). This layered pattern is fully 
compatible with our data since the two phases have to be 
separated by only one unit cell to make the AF dipolar 
contribution vanish in the SC layer. 

 

 
Figure 3: (color) (a) Proposition for an alternated layer arrangement 

of the AF Rb0.8Fe1.6Se2 (green) and SC Rb0.3Fe2Se2 (red) phases from 
[19]. (b), (c) and (d) the Rb NMR, µSR from [8] and Mössbauer from 
[9] data all show separated contributions from the SC (red) and AF 
(green) phases. 

 
This phase separation could also be observed in a 

sample from the same batch by synchrotron X-ray 
diffraction performed at the Swiss-Norwegian beam line 
of the European Synchrotron Radiation Facility (ESRF). 
The data show splitting of both c-axis and in-plane 
Bragg reflections into two peaks, consistent with 
previous reports [20], whose intensity ratio agrees with 
the volume fractions of the two phases estimated in the 
present work. 

The small 77Se and 87Rb linewidths also point toward 
the absence of any Fe vacancies in the FeSe layers in the 
metallic/SC phase. Indeed, any Fe vacancy should 
modify the NMR shift of the nearby 77Se and 87Rb nuclei 
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because of their hyperfine coupling with the Fe atoms. 
Fe vacancies should lead to the appearance of a 77Se 
satellite line shifted by 25% less than the main line since 
the nearby 77Se would couple to 3 Fe and not 4. We do 
not observe any indication of this satellite. Another even 
stronger evidence of the absence of Fe vacancies comes 
from the fact that the Rb quadrupolar satellites are well 
resolved and rather narrow. The EFG quadrupolar shift 
of 1.4 MHz between the central line and the satellites 
seen in Fig. 2(a) should be strongly modified by any Fe 
vacancy. We performed simulations of how the 
quadrupolar satellite would transform in the presence of 
Fe vacancies in a crude point charge model assuming the 
SC phase to be Rb Fe Se  and rescaling the absolute 
values to the experimental quadrupolar shift. As plotted 
in Fig. 4, only a few percent of Fe vacancies split the 
quadrupolar satellite into many lines (green and blue 
spectra), in clear contradiction with our experimental 
observation (black spectrum). This stays true even if Fe 
vacancies are ordered according to the √5 √5 pattern 
(magenta spectrum), independent of the Rb content. We 
conclude that the upper boundary for Fe vacancies in the 
metallic/SC FeSe layer must be about 1%. On the 
contrary, Rb vacancies (red spectrum in Fig. 4) are found 
not to affect too much the quadrupolar satellite, so our 
experiment is compatible with partially occupied Rb 
layers.  

 

 
Figure 4: (color) 87Rb quadrupolar satellite (black) is compared to EFG 
point-charge simulations in Rb Fe Se  assuming randomly 
distributed Rb sites for x=0.3 (red) or Fe vacancies either randomly 
distributed (green, blue) or ordered in a √5×√5 pattern (magenta). 
 

This spectral shape analysis lets us conclude with 
confidence that the FeSe layers are stoichiometric in the 
SC phase, i.e. with composition RbxFe2Se2. The Rb 
stoichiometry x can be estimated using 87Rb spectral 
intensities together with the findings of μSR [8] and 
Mössbauer [9]. These three experiments are summarized 
in Fig. 3. The green/red signals represent the AF/SC 
phases as determined in these different experiments (see 
[8] and [9] for details). NMR, Mössbauer and μSR 
intensities (or spectral weights) probe respectively the 

number of Rb ions, the number of Fe ions and the 
volume fraction of the SC/AF phases. The NMR SC/AF 
intensity ratio of (5±1)/95 should then be equal to the 
volume ratio 12/88 determined by μSR multiplied by the 
stoichiometric ratio x/0.74. This leads to x=0.29±0.06. 
This value is independently confirmed by the intensity of 
the Se NMR signal of the metallic/SC phase which 
should be 2/x ≈ 7±1 times larger than the Rb one, and is 
found experimentally to be ~ 8 times larger [17]. 
Regarding Mössbauer, our estimate implies a ratio 
between the number of Fe sites in the SC and AF phase 
of about 14/86, a value compatible with the observation 
made in experiments (Fig. 3(d)) within experimental 
uncertainties. It is also compatible with inelastic neutron 
scattering data [21]. This new determination for x made 
on experimental grounds independent of any model 
gives new insights in the nature of the 245 family. The 
same reasoning allows to determinate the AF phase Rb 
stoichiometry to be 0.8, a value slightly higher than the 
0.74 nominal composition.  
   Our findings indeed show that the SC phase in the bulk 
single crystals of 245 iron-selenides has the 
composition Rb . Fe Se , i.e. FeSe layers with a 
doping of 0.15 electrons per Fe. At such a doping level, 
most Fe-pnictide compounds are known to exhibit 
superconductivity. Furthermore, the spin lattice 
relaxation rate 1/T1, the Knight shift and the linewidth in 
the superconducting state look very similar to other Fe-
based superconductors such as Ba(Fe1-xCox)2As2. The 
coexistence of superconductivity and strong local 
moment antiferromagnetism in the 245 iron-selenide was 
taken as evidence in favor of a strongly correlated Mott-
Insulator scenario and against a more weak-coupling 
approach based on an itinerant nesting picture. But we 
demonstrate here that the AF and SC phases segregate, 
and that the SC phase in the 245 compounds has nothing 
very specific, but is merely an electron doped iron-
selenide layer without any Fe vacancies and with no 
local Fe moments. Thus, the Mott picture cannot be 
argued to explain superconductivity in the 245 iron-
selenide family. These compounds remain however 
original and interesting as they display a natural hetero-
structure where superconducting layers alternate with a 
peculiar AF state containing ordered Fe vacancies. 
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